Background

People have told stories for generations—stories about nature, about the stars and constellations, our past, and our future. Stories are part of how our brains process information, and we strive to put new information into the context of stories we already know about the world. We have stories and narratives about place — both a local story of our community or state, but also stories and narratives that are cultural and national.

Seeking to create change can be difficult and can often seem overwhelming. By creating a narrative about a place we live, could we access the power of our stories about what makes the place we live in unique? About what has made this place great over previous generations? About the ways we’ve come together to solve problems and to create this place we live?

Advocates in several states across the country, with the assistance of Public Works, have recently come up with a narrative about the place they live as a way to inspire people in their community — to help them see that the places we live have rich histories and inspire faith that they can have a bright future.

In Oregon, advocates came together and crafted a state narrative. They then tested the message through a range of polling — online and telephone polls. In one poll, nearly eight in ten respondents said the narrative made them curious to hear what was next — what was our solution? What were we proposing? As we work to create new opportunities for dialogue, this curiosity is valuable.
Questions to Ask Yourself

Is there a story about the place that I live now that is hopeful? Could I use part of that story to help people reimagine our community?

Examples:

Ohio: We can create an Ohio that is stronger than ever, where all people and communities can thrive. Our past investments in public structures, industries and innovation built America and a state where opportunity was available to everyone. We have the tools to solve today’s challenges and build a bright future for our state. It is time for all Ohioans to work together to protect the public systems that underpin our economy. Making the right choices now will create good jobs and strong communities and the kind of quality of life we want to hand down to future generations.

Oregon: Oregon has a history of ingenuity, innovation, and independence. The beauty and resources of our state have inspired and nurtured us for generations. We have the tools to create a better future. If we harness our spirit and our energy, and invest in people, we can create a better future for the next generation. We can ensure that every person, every family, and every community in Oregon can prosper.

Next Steps

› Once you’ve got a first draft of a narrative, share it with others in your community. Does it resonate with them? Would they help make suggestions?

› Try using pieces of the narrative in opening up writing — does it make a difference? Is your audience more engaged?

More Resources
